




KONSTRUX  A few words about this West German system appeared in
15/415, and the names of the 5 sets in the KONSTRUX range were given
in 17/476. Holes are 4.1mm at 12mm pitch, and most long slots scale at a
little over a 2 'hole' span. KONSTRUX material seems quite rare and since
OSN 15 only a manual for the smallest, Mikros, set, and the photos of 3
Ebay sets have been seen. Also 2 sets are shown on p221 of Baukästen.

First  the manual.  It  has 40 pages, 206* 144mm, plus covers.  The
front,  right,  has  the
name of the set at the
bottom. The EPD in the
logo  top  right  are  the
maker's  initials  but  the
significance  of  the
Bergmann hammers  on
the left isn't known. C2
is the title page, p1 has
a Vorwort, dated 'Berlin,
im  Juli  1947',  and  p2
has  7  constructional
hints. p3 has the names
& page numbers of the
66 models in the manual. p4 has the Contents of the set, as right, and p5
the Illustrated Parts below. pp6-8 show the parts needed for each model.
The models are on pp9-31, from Abb.1 Sägebock (Saw-horse) to Abb.66
Abraumrutsche (Wheeled Rubble Chute), with the names from p3 and my
English ones. There is a line drawing for each, with extra views in 2 cases.
pp32-40 have written building instruction for the models. C3 lists the 5
sets in the range and says that linking sets were available, each with the
name  of  the  set  to  be  converted  plus  an  'E'.  The  manuals  for  the
converted sets were not  included in  the  'E'  sets,  but  could  be bought
separately.  C4  has  the  maker's  name:  E.P.Damaschke,  Apparate-  und
Werkzeugbau,  Berlin  SW  29,  Dieffenbachstrasse  37,  and  the  printer:
Schapke & Anders, Berlin SW 29.

The numerals in the PNs give the length of the Screwed Rods, and the
diameter of the circular parts, both in millimetres of course. For the other
pieces the first digit (or 2 digits) are the number of holes in the part and
the next digit(s) the number of slots.

As can be seen from Fig.1 & the Tractor on the next page, the Wheel
RS 46 is formed and two back to back are used as a pulley. The edge of
the Disc RU 65 also looks to be formed, again as in the Tractor, but the
pair in the Set are not used together in any of the models. Most of  the
parts seen in the photos of the Sets correspond to the drawings above

but there are differences in the circular parts. All
the actual parts seen are as in the photos below
with,  along  the  bottom  from  the  left:  RS  46
(probably one on top of another); RG 38; RS 46;
& RG 58 with RU 65 above. In all cases there are
4 slotted holes and in some parts an additional 1
or 2 round holes. Some of these holes can be
seen  more  clearly  in  the  Crane  on  p77  of
Eisenzeit.
  In  the  photos
some  parts  look
grey, others black,
and this is true of
the  main  parts  in

all  the  Ebay  outfits.
Those  in  the  two
Baukästen sets  are
all black except that
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in one the circular parts are red. Perhaps a late set, or an enthusiast's paint brush. Most of
the small RO 18 Pulleys in the sets have an aluminium look to them, like 2 of the 6 in the
parts (from 2 sets) in Fig.2. The other 4 look to be brass (and all seem to be fitted with
Tyres). Some light grey N&B can be seen in one set: the roundheaded Bolts are at least

10mm u/h, and the hexagonal Nuts scale at about 8mm
A/F,  MÄRKLIN  size.  Some  of  the  other  parts in  the
system  were  mentioned  in  OSN  15  and  others  in  the
Eisenzeit Crane include a Ladder and a Hook.

Two of the 5 sets seen are Mikros in 11 compartment
boxes, 28*20cm (larger than 16*22cm in the
manual inventory), one brown & one red. The
Deuteron  set  in  Baukästen is  in  a  red,  13
compartment box, 36*26cm. One of the other
2  sets  has  a  black/white  mottled  box  which
scales at  14*24cm,  so  it  might be a Mikros.
The second may be similar but only part of the
base can be seen. All the lid labels are like the
rectangle  in  the centre  of  the  manual  cover
except  that  the frame is  broken to take the
name of the set in tiny letters.

Returning to the Manual, most
of the wide selection of models are
quite small and simple, but towards
the end there 6 Machine Tools and
one of the better ones is shown left
(f-s).  Then 6 or  so larger models,
about the size of the Tractor right
(f-s).  They  are  mainly  simple
vehicles and the Tractor is the only
one  fitted  with  steering  -  it  looks
highly  geared  though  and  with
excessive  free  play,  but  the  latter
could be reduced using the remaining parts in the Set.

Snippet:  'New'  System,  STAHL-BAUKASTEN  The
main parts which can be seen in the Ebay photos of the Set
below are a  10*6h Flanged Plate with what seem to be  two

larger holes along one of the long sides; 10h A/Gs; 4, ,5, 6, &
10h Strips; Wheels or Discs; and N&B boxes with M3 on their
labels.  Also  some  long  Bolts  and  a  few  Rods  (most  likely
threaded). The contents of the Set are listed on the front of

the manual below but no details can be seen except that there
are 22 different parts.

Among the Ebay photos was part  of  the front  of  an old
newspaper  'Vorwärds
Berliner  Zeitung'  (pub-
lished by the SPD - the
Social Democratic Party),
and  a  1945  date  for  it
was  implied.  However
the paper was banned in
Germany  from  1933  to
1945 and publication did
not  resume  until  1948.

Also the main story was 'Berlin's biggest black-marketeers to
be  charged'  and  that  would  fit  with  a  1948  date,  or  soon
afterwards, rather than 1945.

Two  other  STAHL-BAUKASTENs  have  been  mentioned
previously in OSN. The one in 34/1004 (with no hyphen) looks
quite different; the second, in 36/1068, could conceivably be a
later version of this Set but the artwork looks very different
between  the  two.  Also  the  OSN 36  set  was  from  an  East
German company and the newspaper, if it was associated with
the Set, points to a West Berlin connection.

My thanks to Thomas Morzinck for the information about
Vorwärds Berliner Zeitung.
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